
EXCURSION PROGRAM

DURATION PRICE US$
MINIMUM 

PARTICIPANTS 
EXCURSION

We take pleasure in introducing our programs, designed to offer you the opportunity of experiencing the 
traditions & observing the unique Maldivian way of life. 

*** ***Please contact the reception for all your queries & reservations.  Ext 0 or 302  (24 hrs operation)

All Prices include 10% Service Charge and 12% GST

SUNRISE FISHING 
Also known as long line fishing whilst the dhoni moves, enjoy the
sunrise. The fish caught by you could be prepared to your liking
at a charge for dinner.

Try traditional Maldivian style hard reel sea bed fishing. The fish caught
by you could be prepared to your liking for dinner at a charge.

Experience the traditional lifestyle of typical Maldivians in their own 
habitat with the opportunity to visit a mosque, schools and other places
on the island. 

Witness the captivating moments of sharks in the morning sun while they
surround the dhoni from all sides. 

Graceful in its charm Capital City of Maldives Male, with a population of 
nearly 150, 000 people. You could witness special land marks & important 
sites guided by a Maldivian. 

Take spectacular sunset photos with your own camera from dhoni and 
watch the sun sink into the sea in the horizon. 

A full day trip to a local island 'Guraidhoo' and stop by two resorts 
'Biyandhoo' & 'Fiyaalhohi'. Lunch packets will be provided throughout 
the excursion. You can enjoy the day experiencing Maldivian culture sun 
bathing and snorkeling. If you feel energetic play some beach games too!

SUNSET FISHING 

VISIT LOCAL VILLAGE ( DHIVEHI LIVING)

THINEH ISLAND HOPPING

MORNING SHARK ADVENTURE 

MALE CAPITAL TOUR

SUNSET PHOTO CRUISE 

0530
TO

0800
$35 PER PERSON

02 PERSONS
(MINIMUM)

04 PERSONS
(MAXIMUM)

04 PERSONS

04 PERSONS

10 PERSONS

04 PERSONS

04 PERSONS

10 PERSONS

$35 PER PERSON 

$45 PER PERSON 

$55 PER PERSON 

$15 PER PERSON 

$90 PER PERSON 

$25 PER PERSON

1730
TO

2000

0900
TO

1230

0900
TO

1700

0630
TO

0730

0830
TO

1330

1630
TO

1830

NOTE :

* Children Under 12 years of age 50% discount.
* Cut off time 1800 hrs previous day.

* Cancellation charge of 50% will be charged if cancelled after the cut off time.
* Please note that the management reserves the right to cancel any excursion without prior notice.
* Full price will be charged for a last minute cancellation or a no show.

Отель может вносить изменения без предварительного оповещения.
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